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Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
10     Bead Gallery® semiprecious dragon blood 6mm (13252) 
01     Bead Gallery® carved unakite stone pendant (17280) 
10     Bead Gallery® amber dyed freshwater potato pearls (16919) 
01     Bead Gallery® antique copper tone lotus flower charm (13969) 
01     Bead Gallery® antique copper tone feather charm (14549) 
26”   Bead Gallery® natural suede leather 3mm Light brown (15043) 
02     copper tone 2” head pins 
10     copper tone 5mm jump rings 
02     copper tone 8mm jump ring 
18     copper tone 2” eye pins 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
Super glue 
 
Time – 1 hour 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using 2” eye pin, string pearl and form a simple loop. 
2. Repeat step 1 chaining loops together as you go 9 

times. Set aside. 
3. Using 2” eye pin, string dragon blood and form a 

simple loop. 
4. Repeat step 3 chaining loops together as you go 9 

times. Set aside. 
5. Attach 2 - 8mm jump ring to unakite pendant.  
6. Connect pendant to bottom of lotus flower charm 

using a 5mm jump ring. 
7. Open dragon blood chain and connect to loop on 

top of lotus flower charm. 
8. Open pearl chain and connect to side of lotus flower 

charm. 
9. Using 2” head pin, string pearl and form a wrapped 

loop. 
10. Using 2” head pin, string dragon blood and form a 

wrapped loop. 
11. Using 5mm jump ring, attach feather charm, pearl 

dangle and dragon blood dangle to 8mm jump ring 
on pendant. 

12. Cut 2 lengths of 13” suede leather cording. 



13. Fold end over forming a short loop.  
14. Dab one side of leather with super glue and apply 

pressure to secure loop. Let dry. 
15. Repeat steps 13-14 on 2nd piece of suede. 
16. Attach 3 – 5mm jump rings around bottom of suede 

loop.  
17. Repeat step 16 on 2nd piece of suede. 
18. Using 5mm jump rings; attach cording to each side of 

chain. 
19. Bring suede together and form an overhand knot. 


